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PlumbingPipe Cutter / Pipe Benders / Spares

Plastic Pipe Cutters
The combination of a ratchet cutting action and a ‘lopper’ blade 
makes these tools highly effective. The blade works against 
an anvil jaw which holds the pipe securely while pressure is 
increased. The ratchet mechanism maintains applied pressure 
so that the handles only need to be opened and closed a few 
times to complete a cut.

Combination Pipe Bender
The easily carried compact design makes this the ideal tool for plumbers, gas 
fitters and domestic heating engineers. Suitable for 15mm and 22mm outside 
diameter copper tube and 15mm light gauge steel tube. Ideal for use in restricted 
spaces for hand or floor supported bending, it can also be 
secured in a vice as a bench-mounted bender.

FAIPBM1522
£76.59 Ex VAT  £91.91 Inc VAT

Pipe Bender 
Carry Bag
Pipe bender carry bag to suit the 
Combi Bender FAIPBM1522. 
Also fits most other makes.

FAIPBMBAG
£15.47 Ex VAT  £18.56 Inc VAT

Spare Pipe Formers
Aluminium formers for use with the 
Faithfull combination tube bender 
FAIPBM1522.

FAIPBM15F
£15.89 Ex VAT  £19.07 Inc VAT

FAIPBM22F
£27.43 Ex VAT  £32.92 Inc VAT

To fit tubes 15mm
Inner bend radius 44mm

To fit tubes 22mm
Inner bend radius 76mm

FAIPBM15G
£7.88 Ex VAT  £9.46 Inc VAT

FAIPBM22G
£15.02 Ex VAT  £18.02 Inc VAT

To fit tubes 15mm

To fit tubes 22mm

Mini Bender
The mini pipe bender is small but 
powerful. The 3-in-1 formers and 
guides are calibrated for setting out 
left, right or offset bends up to 180° 
on 6mm, 8mm and 10mm outside 
diameter copper tubing. Purpose built 
for micro bore central heating 
and hydraulic pipes.

A nylon bodied non-ratcheting plastic 
pipe cutter, designed for quick, 
repetitive cutting. Fitted with a high 
performance 53HRC steel blade and 
a safety locking handle.

Standard
Cuts most plastic pipes using a 
powerful ratchet action. An aluminium 
body with a soft grip handle. Fitted 
with a stainless steel cutting blade 
and safety locking handle.

Capacity: 3-42mm
(outside diameter)

Spare Pipe Guides
Aluminium guides for use with the 
Faithful combination tube bender 
FAIPBM1522. Suitable for 
copper and light gauge 
steel tube.

FAIPPC42
£13.29 Ex VAT  
£15.95 Inc VAT

Professional
A professional cutter for use in 
demanding environments. Made from 
heavy gauge cast aluminium with a 
heavy-duty ratcheting mechanism. 
Fitted with a stainless steel blade 
and safety locking handle.

FAIMB
£22.91 Ex VAT  
£27.49 Inc VAT

Capacity: 3-28mm
(outside diameter) Capacity: 3-42mm

(out diameter)

FAIPPC42PRO
£19.08 Ex VAT  
£22.90 Inc VAT

FAIPPC328N
£6.66 Ex VAT  
£7.99 Inc VAT

Capacity: 15 and 22mm
(outside diameter)

ToolTeam 
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